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1. Introduction 

 

What comes to your mind when you hear “The Pink Panther“? Probably the picture of a 

cartoon character from the seventies. However, does this picture change when you think of 

“Der Rosarote Panther“? Probably not, but does at least the colour change? If not, then why 

do we have different words to describe the same colour, especially since most people in 

Germany seem to be familiar with the colour term pink. The answer seems to be 

straightforward: at the time when “The Pink Panther“ was first broadcast in Germany on the 

1st of October 1973 (www.fernsehserien.net) pink was not yet introduced as a colour term in 

the German language or at least it was not known widely, which made a translation necessary. 

Therefore the logical conclusion would be that nowadays such a translation is unnecessary 

and the title could remain unchanged.  

    However, I was wondering whether the situation would be different if the cartoon character 

was not so well known and if the mental image might change colour depending whether a 

native German or English speaker is asked. The initial motivation for this paper was that 

according to my opinion a translation of the title would still be indispensable in order not to 

change the meaning, in this case the colour of the panther. To me pink and rosa are different 

colours, rosa is defined by its paleness with regard to pink, which is characteristically vivid, 

strong and highly saturated. If this is the case for all German speakers then pink has 

consequently a different meaning in German than it has in English. 

    These thoughts led to the theory which will be in the centre of this work. The spectrum 

which was formerly occupied by the term rosa in German is split and reduced due to the 

introduction of the colour term pink. But in English the spectrum is still covered by only one 

colour term, namely pink. This situation inevitably leads to translation problems especially 

since many people seem to be unaware of the differing space and range a colour term might 

cover in different languages. 

    This paper comprises a theoretical and a practical part. Starting with Chapter 3 the theory 

of the evolutionary sequence of colour terms by Berlin and Kay (1969) is introduced. This 

theory will partly provide the theoretical background for this paper, since relevant concepts 

such as basic colour terms were first introduced in this work and since it was the starting 

point of a lot of discussion and research in the linguistic field of colour semantics. The 

following chapters will deal with some of the criticism concerning this theory as well as with 

its eventual modification. The last section of the theoretical part will be dedicated to the 

etymology, the associations and applications and the frequency of usage of both colour terms, 
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rosa and pink and their modifications. Furthermore it will be tried to establish the status of 

both colour terms concerning their “basicness“ taking the criteria of Berlin and Kay (1969) 

into account as well as some proposed by other researchers. 

    The practical part deals with the study I conducted for this paper. First of all introducing 

the theoretical considerations and assumptions on which the hypothesis of this paper is based. 

In the methodological part the specifically developed questionnaire will be introduced before 

the analysis of the questionnaires and a discussion of the results. This part also includes a 

small referential study I conducted with English native speakers. 

    The main objective of this paper is to establish whether German speakers perceive rosa and 

pink and the differences between them as mentioned above and whether there are perception 

deviations according to age and gender. Furthermore it is suspected that both colour terms 

might exhibit traits of basic colour terms with respect to Berlin and Kay (1969).  

    Maybe this study can indicate that a further evolutionary development is possible or that 

pink and rosa can only co-exist for a certain time before pink starts to become more dominant 

and rosa will be reduced to a secondary colour term. In German we can witness a change in 

progress with the colour terms rosa and pink and the main objective of this paper is to show 

into which direction this change will develop, whether we look at a new stage in the evolution 

of the basic colour lexicon or whether we observe a simple case of substitution or simply a 

temporary phenomenon like with many other colour terms, which are especially in the area of 

fashion, rather short-lived. 
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2 Colour 

 

    In order to describe colour we first of all need to understand what exactly colour is. 

Philosophers at all times have been fascinated by colour. But not only philosophers are 

interested in colour, it is a topic everybody can talk about, where everybody has individual 

preferences and which becomes of paramount importance in certain industries like printing, 

advertising, fashion and design. It is as much interesting for the artist as it is for the woman 

who searches for the matching shoes to her new dress. Yet, it cannot be defined easily, it is 

unlike other sensory experiences, because it is neither in the objects we see nor solely in our 

brain. According to Cézanne: „Colour is the place where our brain and the universe meet.“ 

(Merleau-Ponty, 1964: 180).  

    Therefore the following chapters will deal with a brief history of concepts of colour, its 

scientific description as well as human colour vision before focusing on colour classifications, 

colour order systems and on linguistic aspects of colour sensations, especially their 

verbalisation and categorisation. 

 

 

2.1 Colour and colour perception/ vision 

 

“Colour is a sensation in our mind that arises from the effect of visible light energy on an 

object containing colorant as sensed by our eyes.“ (Society of Dyers and Colourists) 

 

    Colour has always played an important role in our lives. Without colour prehistoric humans 

would have been unable to distinguish poisonous berries from edible ones. 

The ancient Greek philosopher Plato developed a theory according to which an inner fire 

emanated rays through the eyes toward the perceived object. He also introduced the notion of 

outer rays of light, because only through the existence of those could the loss of vision in 

darkness be explained (Kaiser/Boynton, 1996: 2). The attempt to understand human visual 

sensations led to several rather wild theories over time but also led the way to later 

experiments and understanding, the contributions of Leonardo da Vinci and Johannes Kepler 

are worth mentioning here (for detailed discussion see Kaiser/Boynton, 1996: 1-29). 

    In 1666 Sir Isaac Newton discovered that pure white light, such as sunlight is composed of 

the visible colours (Thompson, 1995: 4). Although he was not the first to discover spectral 

dispersion by using a prism, he was the first to fully understand the significance of his 
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experiments concerning colour vision. He also showed that light has wave properties and 

therewith made a later measurement of wavelengths possible (Kaiser/Boynton, 1996: 29). 

    Light is the part of electromagnetic radiation that can be perceived by our eyes. The visible 

part of the electromagnetic waves ranges from 400 to 750 nanometers. Natural light is a 

mixture of different wavelengths called polychromatic light. This polychromatic light can be 

split into monochromatic light, that is light of one single wavelength by using a prism as 

Newton did. Every single monochromatic light component corresponds to one specific human 

colour sensation, the so called spectral colours or colours of the rainbow, since the light 

separates in the same order of colours as found in a natural rainbow (FAG, 2005: 20). 
Table 1 spectrum of visible light (ibid.: 21) 

Purple 400 - 420 nm 

Blue 420 - 490 nm 

Green 490 - 575 nm 

Yellow 575 - 585 nm 

Orange 585 - 650 nm 

Red 650 - 750 nm 

 

    Probably the most remarkable breakthrough Newton achieved with his experiments, was 

that he removed colour from objects. He stated that colour is not inherent in the objects 

themselves but rather reflected by their surface (cf. Newton, 1730/1952). The notion that the 

red was not in an apple itself but that the surface of the apple reflects wavelengths we 

perceive as red and absorbs all the rest caused much outrage and discussion at the time. This 

means that an object appears white when all the wavelengths are reflected and black when all 

of them are absorbed. 

    Furthermore Newton pointed out that colour is not a physical phenomenon because the 

single monochromatic rays of light are not coloured themselves but that they provide the basis 

for colour vision, which only takes place in the human brain after visual input. “For the Rays 

to speak properly are not coloured. In them there is nothing else than a certain Power and 

Disposition to stir up a Sensation of this or that Colour.“ (Newton, 1730/1952: 124) 

    In order to see colour the human eye and brain together translate light into colour. Light 

receptors in the eye send electrical impulses to the brain, that produces the sensation of 

colour. The eye contains the retina, which is covered by millions of light sensitive cells. Some 

of these cells are shaped like rods and others like cones. These cells work as receptors and 

process the light into nerve impulses which are transmitted along the optic nerve to the cortex 
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of the brain. The rod cells send mainly black and white information to the brain. The cone 

shaped cells are divided into three different types, each of which is sensitive to different 

wavelengths of light. The cones are mostly responsible for the sensation of colour and supply 

enough information for the brain in order to name and interpret colours, because the 

differences in the signals sent by three different kinds of cones allows the brain to perceive an 

amazingly wide range of colours (Abramov, 1997: 90f)1.  

The structure of the human visual system causes the perception of colour along three 

dimensions, which are hue, saturation and brightness. This is the core of the very influential 

opponent-process theory originally developed by Hering (1964) and further elaborated by 

Hurvich and Jameson (1955). In this theory there are three opposition systems that contain 

two perceptually elementary achromatic colours and four perceptually elementary chromatic 

colours and all other colours are considered to be perceptual blends of these. This theory is 

particularly important for researchers trying to prove, on neurophysiological grounds, that the 

division of the colour spectrum by humans is not arbitrary. Whether this assumption is true or 

not is still a topic of much discussion and argument. A fact on the other hand is that the 

average human being can perceive and distinguish an estimated 16 million colours (Society of 

Dyers and Colourists). To give a name to each one of them would be impossible, therefore 

scientists have devised several ways of classifying and ordering colours by assigning numeric 

values to them. Some of these classifications and order systems will be the topic of the next 

chapter. 

 

 

2.2 Colour classifications and colour order systems 

 

    We are surrounded by millions of colours. Fortunately, these colours can be divided into a 

rather limited amount of colour families, which makes the communication about colours not 

only easier but possible in the first place. Each colour can be described in more detail by 

applying three main attributes: hue, saturation and brightness.  

    Hue identifies the actual colour family or colour name and is consequently directly linked 

to the wavelength of a colour. Saturation, which is also known as chroma describes the 

intensity of a colour. In other words, it describes the purity of a hue, that is the amount of grey 

elements in it. Therefore saturation is usually described by terms like ‘vivid’, ‘dull’ or 

‘stronger’ and ‘weaker’. Brightness is also frequently referred to as tone, value or lightness. 
                                                      
1 For further details about colour vision see Kaiser/Boynton, 1996: Chapters 4 and 5 
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However, all of these terms describe the amount of white or black in a hue. Two more terms 

developed out of this concept, namely tint and shade. The former refers to a pure colour with 

white added and the latter to the addition of black. In order to describe brightness, adjectives 

like ‘dark’ or ‘pale’ are commonly used. 

    Colours are furthermore classified in terms of relationships between them. These 

classifications are mostly used in order to create harmonious colour schemes. The concept 

employed for these purposes is the colour wheel, which was also invented by Sir Isaac 

Newton when he bent the colour spectrum into a circle (www.pantone.com). It divides 

colours into warm and cool colours, complementary and analogous colours. Colours that are 

described as cool are generally colours with shorter wavelengths, whereas colours with longer 

wavelengths are labelled as warm. Complementary colours lie opposite each other on the 

colour wheel and analogous colours are next to each other and therefore have similar hues. 

    However, in cases where generalised colour descriptions and classifications do not suffice, 

precise descriptions based on scientific systems are applied. These scientific systems are 

called colour order systems and provide a range of colours that are comprised in such a way 

that the reference, for example the Munsell colour codes, clearly specifies the colour to 

another user by applying numeric values. A printed representation of the Munsell colour array 

can be found, in Appendix E (www.gretagmacbeth.com/index/products/products_color-

standards.htm). Apart from the already mentioned Munsell system, the DIN colour system, 

the Pantone and CIElab and the Hexadecimal colour codes systems are but a few examples 

that are in use nowadays2 (Society of Dyers and Colourists). A colour chart of the 

hexadecimal colour system is included in Appendix F 

(www.december.com/html/spec/color.html). The part printed in the appendix only includes 

red, purple and pink shades due to their particular relevance to the topic of this paper.  

The number of these systems, which all have the convention of defining colour in terms of 

the three main attributes3, is vast, but what they have in common is the aim to provide precise 

methods for naming and reproducing colours without deviations in the main attributes. The 

bases of some of these systems are physical optical components (like the Munsell system), 

whereas others are based on subjective human perceptions and opinions (for example the 
                                                      
2 Some linguists like Boynton and Sivik do not chose to work with the Munsell system, which was almost 
exclusively employed for linguistic research in colour semantics for some time. Boynton favoured the OSA 
Uniform Color Scales Samples since the perceptual distance between each colour and its neighbour is consistent 
throughout the colour space. Sivik used the NCS (Natural Color System) due to dissatisfaction with the 
incomprehensible notations of the Munsell system. The NCS is “a theoretical/cognitive system for estimation 
and identification of colors in any situation“ (Sivik, 1997: 174). 
3 A fact that is considered as a limitation by some researchers, especially as far as the semantics of colour terms 
are concerned (cf. van Brakel, 1993). This topic will be further discussed in Chapter 3. 
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NCS). The differences between some of these models are small and sometimes lie only in the 

numerical expression of the single colours (cf. www.pantone.com and www.wikipedia.com 

colour co-ordinates). Only two major models shall be briefly introduced below, since they are 

the basis for modern colour reproduction in television sets and computers. 

    The Red, Green and Blue model (RGB) is the most commonly applied model to create 

colour on the displays of electronic devices. The RGB model is based on the principles of 

colour mixing. 

    The single spectral areas contain several hues. The area between green and blue for 

example is usually called Turquoise or Cyan. Other colour perceptions like Brown are the 

result of light containing more than one wavelength. Newton discovered in his series of 

experiments that light can be combined to result in different colours: this is the so-called 

additive colour mixing, as opposed to subtractive mixing which results from filtering white 

light (FAG, 2005: 21). A number of colour mixing rules apply: colours are made from only 

some primary colours. Two of them mixed together give a secondary colour and a primary 

and secondary colour mixed together give a tertiary colour (Society of Dyers and Colourists). 

Additive laws of colour mixing are employed for the RGB model. The light mixed there uses 

the primary colours Red, Green and Blue, which gave the name to the model, as well as the 

secondary colours Cyan, Magenta and Yellow. The addition of each colour increases the 

brightness of the mixture and the mixing of all three additive primary colours results in white 

(ibid.).  

    The Cyan, Magenta, Yellow model (CMY) is the so called subtractive colour model. 

Subtractive mixing laws are based on the absorption of light of certain wavelength. In this 

case the primary colours are Cyan, Magenta and Yellow, hence the name of the model, and 

the secondary colours are Red, Green and Blue. Contrary to additive mixing the addition of 

each colour reduces the brightness of the mixture and mixing all three additive primaries 

results in black (www.pantone.com).  

Very close to the CMY model is the CMYK model which includes black and is used by 

many printers and software applications. Here the fourth colour Black was introduced, due to 

the fact that in theory nearly all colours can be produced by the CMY model but in practice 

the combination of the inks the printers use tend to result in a muddy brown. 

    However, when trying to design and print coloured layouts people often face several 

problems. First of all the RGB model itself does not define what exactly Red or Green is. 

Therefore the same RGB value can describe noticeably different colours on different devices. 

Thus, the model these devices employ might be the same but their colour divisions may vary. 
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    Another problem can be posed by the conversion of RGB colours on the screen to CYMK 

colours that are used by the printer. The colour as seen on the screen then may be quite 

different from the printed one (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_colors). Because of these 

problems several other systems that apply numeric values to specific colours are in use, 

particularly in the area of web design. This vast amount of systems can sometimes cause 

confusion, which is why several producers of these systems offer conversion tables (for an 

example, see www.december.com/html/spec/color.html).  

 

 

2.3 Linguistic aspects of colour 

 

Colour reference systems are used by everybody in all cultures in everyday speech. These 

systems are the colour terms that have developed in the different languages and speech 

communities. This illustrates that there is apparently a need for humans to communicate 

colour sensations, although this need is not equally developed in all cultures. 

 Ever since the language of man began to develop, words and expressions have been 
 used first to indicate and then to describe colors. Some of these have persisted 
 throughout the centuries and are those which refer to the simple colors or ranges such 
 as ‘red’ or ‘yellow’. As the language developed, more and more color names were 
 invented to describe the colors used by art and industry and in later years in the rapidly 
 expanding field of sales promotion. (Kelly/Judd, 1976: iii) 
 

    The above quotation clearly indicates that colour is and always has been a sensation that 

people want to communicate about. People are fascinated by colour and when trying to 

describe some special shade of a hue probably almost everybody encounters difficulties now 

and again. There is a creative power in colour terms that becomes evident when considering 

the colour terms used, for example, by artists and cosmeticians for example. These terms 

change every season and apart from their creative aspect they are of great economic 

importance, deciding whether or not a product may become a best seller (ibid.). Therefore 

colour is not only a phenomenon of wavelength but also a linguistic one. The number of 

colour terms in English reaches over 8000, including adverts, paint and cosmetic products as 

well as phrases (lecture notes, Biggam, 2005). This richness of terms “[...] demonstrate[s] the 

phenomenon of openness of a language system: their number seems to be unlimited.“ (Wyler, 

1992: 51). Bearing this in mind it seems rather surprising that the discussion of colour mostly 

seems to concentrate on perception, emotional reactions to colour and the segmentation of the 

colour continuum far more than on actual linguistic aspects (ibid.:8). This fact is also apparent 
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when looking at the history of scientific examinations about colour. It was discussed by 

people ranging from scientists, psychologists and philosophers to dyers, artists and 

anthropologists far more than by linguists. The reason for this is probably that colour terms 

cannot be defined or described properly, apart from etymological aspects (ibid.:52). “[T]he 

problem with colour has always been that it defies description and definition.“ (Saunders/van 

Brakel, 1988: 359)  

    The relatively recent history of linguistic research in the area of colour naming and 

categorisation has mainly started with the research of Berlin and Kay (1969). Their work, 

which will be described in more detail in Chapter 3 did not only cause much surprise and 

opposition but also initiated extensive research about the verbalisation of colour vision. 

Today this research is largely represented by two opposing views, namely relativism and 

universalism.  

The relativist view, originally represented by Sapir and Whorf suggests that colour perception 

is determined by culturally specific language associations and perceptual learning. In other 

words, every speech community divides the visible spectrum in their own culturally 

influenced way.  

 The first question which arises is whether language is a single conceptual system, or 
 whether there are as many conceptual systems as there are languages. Although much 
 of present-day thinking has tended to hypothesize a universal conceptual framework 
 which is common to all languages, common observation shows that languages differ in 
 the way they classify experience. (Leech, 1981: 24) 
 
 The difference in the approach between relativists and universalists is clearly shown in the 

above quotation. Universalism is represented, amongst others by Berlin and Kay and 

Wierzbicka, and emphasises that colour naming and categorisation is coherent within and 

across cultures. Researchers from both sides found evidence for their theories. Davidoff, 

Davies and Roberson (1999) for example supported a relativist viewpoint when their 

experiments showed that there are linguistic influences which determine colour categorisation 

to a certain degree. Berlin and Kay (1969) and Rosch (1972) revealed similarities in 

categorical colour perception across cultures, thus supporting a universalist viewpoint. So far 

the mechanism influencing colour perception and its categorisation is still unknown. 

    However, linguists seem to agree on some aspects concerning the phenomenon of colour 

within language: “linguistically colour can be regarded as a reasonable self-contained 

semantic domain“ (Wierzbicka, 1990: 287) at least as far as western languages are concerned. 

Here the domain of colour is separated from other domains displaying an inclination towards 

hue as defining characteristic (van Brakel, 1993: 113).  
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    Also in linguistic investigations colour is mostly described in terms of the three dimensions 

hue, saturation and brightness. Some problems arise occasionally concerning the description 

of brightness and the ambiguity of the term itself, which leads to differing applications 

amongst researchers. In order to describe colours in a relatively unambiguous way new 

attempts are made in order to establish a standard terminology for generalised colour 

descriptions (cf. Biggam, forthcoming). 

    Another point of agreement is the existence of central denotational areas, the so called 

colour focus. Colour categories always have a focus, which is the area of the category 

considered the most typical, this means the best example for red or the bluest part of blue. 

Usually, category foci are the fully saturated areas of a category, but this is not universally 

true. 

    Whenever colours are classified in linguistic terms, there is always a group of colours that 

is distinct in their status. These colours are usually referred to as primary and secondary 

colours or as basic colours. Usually these colours received this status due to their stability 

over time and their salience to the speakers of one language (further criteria for the 

“basicness“ of colour terms will be discussed in Chapter 3). In all theories, even in non-

linguistic colour classifications, this group is very small. The highest number of basic colours 

was proposed by Berlin and Kay (1969) and Kay and McDaniel (1978) who speak of eleven 

basic colour. Lately, there have been proposals for a twelfth category (cf. Chapter 4). 

However, the idea of basic colour terms is well accepted and forms the basis for the concept 

of focal areas as well. Without basic colour terms communicating about colour would become 

an almost impossible task, because nobody would be able to remember a name for every 

shade we are able to perceive. Basic colour terms allow speakers to group several colours 

under one basic categorical term. In everyday communication the accuracy of a certain hue is 

of no major significance in order to reach a mutual understanding.  

 

 

3 Basic colour terms and their evolutionary sequence 

 

Colour has been a domain which was discovered comparatively late as an area of linguistic 

investigation. Early linguistic research concentrated on the demonstration of relativistic 
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claims in the tradition of Sapir and Whorf, which used colour as the prime example for the 

influence language has on perception.4  

Berlin and Kay have managed to shift this trend towards one where “the crosslinguistic study 

of color terminologies has become something of the paradigm case for demonstrating the 

effects of universal innate biological constraints on human categorization of the world.“ 

(Foley, 1997: ??). Since their work was clearly the most influential in this area and started a 

concentrated research effort by many other linguists, it will be discussed in detail in the 

chapters below. 

 

 

3.1 The original theory of Berlin and Kay 

 

    In 1969 the Berkely anthropologists Brent Berlin and Paul Kay published the results of an 

investigation of almost 100 languages in their monograph Basic Color Terms.  

For their study they used a subset of colour samples, which was selected from the Munsell 

colour atlas (see Appendix E). The set consisted of 320 colour chips of 40 hues and 8 degrees 

of brightness, also including 9 chips of neutral or achromatic hues. For each degree of 

brightness the most saturated version was chosen. These chips were laid out in a rectangular 

array with the lightest chips at the top and the darkest at the bottom. Hue was changing 

horizontally (Berlin/Kay, 1969: 5).  

    The whole array was then covered with clear plastic before the basic colour words of each 

respective language were elicited from the informant(s). Then they were asked to mark the 

best example for each of their basic colour terms, in order to enable the researchers to 

establish the focal points. Afterwards they were asked to indicate the range to which the 

respective name could be applied, thus also marking the boundaries of the single colour 

categories (ibid.). 

    In order to establish, which colour terms were basic Berlin and Kay suggested some 

linguistic criteria. According to these, a colour term can be considered basic when it display 

the following characteristics: 

1. It should be monoleximic, that is , consisting of only one lexeme and its meaning 
should not be discernible from its parts. 

2. It should not be a hyponym of another colour word. 
3. Its application should not be contextually restricted. 
4. It should be psychologically salient for native speakers. 

                                                      
4 See for example Lenneberg, 1953; Brown/Lenneberg, 1954; Lenneberg/Roberts, 1956 
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Salience, however, is difficult to assess but Berlin and Kay suggest that a word is likely to be 

salient if it is mentioned or listed early in the eliciting process, when native speakers are 

asked to list their colour words at random. The word should furthermore exhibit stability of 

reference across native speakers and should be appropriate to any occasion as well as 

occurring in the idiolect of any native speaker (ibid.: 6). 

Four further criteria are suggested in case of a doubtful colour term, where the above criteria 

are insufficient or inconclusive: 

1. The doubtful word should exhibit the same potential for distribution as far as syntax 
and morphology are concerned as other well established basic colour terms. 

2. Colour terms that are at the same time the name of an object of that colour, should 
be regarded with suspicion. 

3. Recent foreign loan words are equally suspicious. 
4. Morphological complexity should raise doubts as well, concerning the basic status 

of the respective colour term (ibid.). 
 
    With these criteria as the basis for their research Berlin and Kay found that different 

languages encode a differing number of basic colour terms but that there exists a universal 

inventory of eleven basic colour categories from which different languages can create their 

colour terms. These basic colour categories are: white, black, red, green, yellow, blue, brown, 

purple, pink, orange and grey (ibid.: 2). They reached this conclusion due to the fact that the 

colour focus of the basic colour terms coincided with surprising precision in the languages 

that had encoded them. 

    Furthermore they discovered that „If a language encodes fewer than eleven basic color 

categories, then there are strict limitations on which categories it may encode.“ (ibid.). These 

restrictions to the order in which colour terms are added to the vocabulary of a language gave 

rise to the evolutionary sequence suggested by Berlin and Kay. According to this sequence 

they classified languages into seven basic types, depending on how many basic colour terms 

were encoded. Each type represents a stage in the evolution of the human colour lexicon and 

therewith a diachronic universal. The schematic representation of the evolutionary sequence 

is shown in figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

    This scheme shows that languages proceed through several stages in the development of 

their basic colour lexicon. The most simplistic language systems contain only terms for white 
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and black, or rather light and dark. If this system is expanded then it will first of all result in 

the addition of a colour term denoting red, which is followed by the addition of a term for 

green or yellow. If the colour system in the languages is extended any further then „yellow or 

green, whichever did not emerge at the previous stage, now emerges“ (Berlin/Kay, 1969: 18). 

Further additions are terms for blue followed by brown. Beyond stage VI there is a rapid 

increase of basic colour terms to the full range of eleven basic colour categories. However, no 

particular order of the emergence of the last four colour terms could be determined (ibid.: 20-

22). 

    In summary Berlin and Kay have claimed that the spectrum is divided into basic colours 

which are defined by focal points and to which lexical terms for basic colours correspond. 

These basic colour terms are semantic universals, which are encoded in a fixed temporal 

order. The surprising consistency and stability of the focal points of the single colour 

categories across languages and cultures was considered a proof of their universality claim. 

The boundaries of colour categories on the other hand were described as occasionally 

overlapping, unreliable and fuzzy as well as lacking consensus across informants (Berlin/Kay, 

1969:13). Furthermore, the evolution of the colour lexicon was closely associated with the 

technological development of a society (ibid.: 16). 

    The claim of Berlin and Kay to have discovered the universality of the colour lexicon and 

their inference that all humans see colour in the same way, regardless of how many terms are 

used in a language in order to encode colour caused a lot of attention and discussion not only 

amongst linguists. Their findings were contrary to the relativistic beliefs of many cultural 

anthropologists, who considered the naming of colour, as well as the whole partitioning of the 

colour spectrum, as arbitrary and essentially culturally determined (cf. Ratcliff, 1976).  

    But also the world of linguists was shaken by their unexpected and provocative findings 

since colour vocabulary was traditionally a field which was used for the illustration of 

linguistic relativity (Burnley, 1976: 39). For this reason the following chapters will be 

concerned with a critical assessment of the theory of Berlin and Kay. 

 

 

 

3.2 Methodological criticism 

 

    First weaknesses in the methodology of Berlin and Kay are found in the actual data 

collection, which some describe as “haphazard and non-reproducible“ (Saunders/van Brakel, 
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1993) and others as “an outdated form of science, hastily conducted, gathering data in a 

slapdash way, containing many ethnographic errors and uncritically accepting accounts by 

writers who had theoretical axes to grind“ (van Brakel, 1993: 112). This criticism arises to a 

large part from the fact that for the 98 languages that were examined for the original theory 

only 20 were conducted with native speakers of the respective language, 12 languages were 

covered by personal contact with linguists and anthropologists and for the remaining 66 

languages data was obtained exclusively from written sources like dictionaries. Burnley 

(1976: 48) points out the problem of reconciling elicited and written data, since the former 

provides precise knowledge about the position of foci, whereas in the latter case it cannot be 

established with the same precision. 

    Another methodological problem addressed by many linguists is the colour chip method 

itself. Snow (1971) mentions the “inherent weakness that exists in this color chip method“ 

(ibid.:389) because it fails to elicit all colour terms for every language due to the fact that 

some languages, like Samoan, differentiate between colour terms that are used for animate 

and inanimate objects. Using only the method applied by Berlin and Kay (1969), Samoan 

would have been considered to follow the evolutionary sequence as expected because only 

one term for green would have been elicited. Thus, Samoan would have been considered as a 

further proof for the sequence, whereas in fact it is a counter example. Furthermore, this 

example illustrates the restrictions the colour chip method creates in determining the use and 

application of a colour term (Snow, 1971: 387). The same problem has been reported by 

Saunders (1992) whose informants did not map a Kwakw’ala colour word. It was assumed 

that this happened because “[...] the flat, pigmented surface failed to provide a referent for it“ 

(ibid.: 166). Merrifield (1971 in: Burnley, 1976: 47) also realised that the informants for the 

Otomanguean language were reluctant to agree that their colour lexicon could be represented 

by the Munsell colour chips. The colour chip method then clearly restricts the answers of the 

informants and limits their freedom in describing a certain colour term. 

    Berlin and Kay’s attempt to provide an objective colour representation resulted in a device 

that is biased towards hue, because restricting the choice of saturation and brightness 

differentiation made it difficult or impossible for speakers of certain languages to choose the 

proper examples for the terms in their colour lexicon (cf. van Brakel, 1993: 113f).  

 [...] Berlin and Kay built into their tests a device which automatically selected the 
 similarities between languages whilst rejecting the opportunity of gathering data on 
 their discrepancies. It is therefore probable that the striking similarity of colour foci 
 demonstrated by Berlin and Kay is in some measure conditioned by the nature of the 
 testing procedure. (Burnley, 1976: 47) 
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    There are even estimations which state that the Munsell colour chip method together with 

the standardised procedure of Berlin and Kay eliminates 95 per cent of the world’s colour 

words (van Brakel,1993: 112). 

    A further point of criticism is the decontextualisation of the data, although this was 

explicitly intended by the researchers (cf. Berlin/Kay, 1969: 160). This linguistic isolation 

restricts the understanding of a specific colour term according to its use and meaning (cf. 

Wyler, 1992: 17; van Brakel, 1993: 112). Saunders and van Brakel (1993) describe this 

process as an absurd calibration by which „informants are processed through colour naming 

machinery“ and any real understanding of the meaning of the respective colour terms is 

consequently impossible, since the terms are removed from their original cultural framework 

and distributed into the closed and artificial framework Berlin and Kay developed. Therefore 

no understanding of the processes involved in the different cultures can be gained. The 

methodology of Berlin and Kay is sometimes also described as an example for data restriction 

and attenuation (cf. Shweder/Bourne, 1984: 160; van Brakel, 1993: 115). 

 

 

3.3 Conceptual criticism 

 

    The decontextualisation of the colour terms in different languages is not only an issue for 

the methodology but can also be criticised in conceptual terms, since the very concept of 

extracting colour terms from their social and historical framework and to examine them in 

linguistic isolation is obviously problematic. The cultural, social and contextual factors are of 

particular importance because colour terms in a number of languages cannot be contained by 

a simple definition of hue, which leaves judgements of texture, saturation and brightness 

unconsidered. Certain terms cannot be reduced to a simple colour term since they convey 

more meaning than just hue (cf. the example of kwinxa Saunders, 1992: 169).5 

    Other criticism does not necessarily relate to the findings of Berlin and Kay but contest the 

very idea of colour as a human concept: “ ‘Colour’ is not a universal concept. [and 

consequently (C.F.)] There can’t be any colour universals, if colour itself is not a human 

universal.“ (Wierzbicka, 1990: 287f). Also the conclusion drawn by Berlin and Kay (1969) 

that there might be an innate concept of colour that determines human perception6 has been 

                                                      
5 For further criticism on decontextualisation see Saunders (1992) Saunders/van Brakel (1988; 1993). 
 
6 This view is embedded in the theory of Chomsky (1965) that colour names constitute a semantic universal 
which is based on innate ideas.  
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widely debated. According to Harrison (1973) for example, colour concepts are the result of 

language learning and use (ibid.: 15). Language learning is a process of learning to apply 

labels to things and every individual must learn to use certain labels or lexemes to describe 

colour perception. Consequently categorisation is a part of the process of language learning 

but it cannot exist without language and therefore cannot have been in the mind prior to 

language (Goodman, 1969: 14 in: Saunders/van Brakel, 1988: 370).  

 To say this is not to deny that some aspects of our colour concepts may depend 
 crucially on our common human biology, or that culture interacts with biology in the 
 formation of colour concepts. I am only denying that we can elucidate our concepts in 
 physiological terms. (Wierzbicka, 1990: 293)  
 

According to the linguists mentioned above, there is neither an innate response to colour 

nor does biology in any way explain the existence of colour terms and categories. However, 

what they do stress repeatedly is the fact that the meaning of colour terms and the very 

concept of colour itself is negotiated in language and strongly influenced by culture. 

The connection between the stage of a language in the evolutionary sequence and its 

technological development was strongly criticised since it suggested to some people the racist 

notion of a culture chain, where stage VII languages are the most sophisticated and stage I 

systems are ascribed to cultures of people that are hardly distinguishable from beasts 

(Hardin/Maffi (eds.), 1997: 5). But even if this interpretation (which was unintended by the 

authors) was not applied, the connection made by Berlin and Kay did raise criticism since it 

seemed unfounded:  

 

 [T]he fact that we do not have Basic Odour Terms does not mean that the Western 
 Flavours and Flagrance Syndicate is underdeveloped. The fact that there are not words 
 for certain categories does not say very much about the cultural significance of the 
 category, let alone the general level of technological development.“ (van Brakel, 1993: 
 116) 
 

Apart from the above considerations the concept of Berlin and Kay (1969) that has 

probably received most attention and criticism is that of basic colour terms. Some linguists 

view the distinction between basic and non-basic colour terms questionable in the first place, 

especially under strictly linguistic considerations (cf. Wyler, 1992: 53), whereas others are 

more concerned with the criteria employed and thus the definition of a basic colour term as 

established by Berlin and Kay. The arbitrariness with which the criteria seem to have been 

chosen has been highly criticised (cf. Snow, 1971). Each of the criteria has been reproved for 

vagueness, lacking relevance and the mixing of strictly linguistic criteria with psychological, 
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historical and formal ones and therefore also posed problems to researchers, who tried to 

employ them.7 

The most significant papers dealing with the basic colour term criteria are by Crawford 

(1982) and Corbett and Davies (1997). Corbett and Davies made an investigation and 

evaluation of the validity of several tests that are usually employed in order to determine the 

basic status of a colour term. Crawford, on the other hand, carefully scrutinised every single 

criterion proposed by Berlin and Kay and reached the conclusion that they were contradictory 

and ambiguous and that “there does not appear to have been much consideration of the 

theoretical justification for the definition“ (Crawford,1982: 338). For criterion 1 Crawford 

questions the justification, since usually the transparency of a term has no connection to its 

use or status (ibid.). Furthermore Snow (1971: 387) finds examples that contradict the 

criterion of a basic colour term having to be monolexemic, using reduplication and 

metaphorical phrases for colour terms that he considers basic (also see Michaels, 1977: 333-

343). Condition 3 can also not be applied easily to all languages considering the already 

mentioned example of the Samoan language. Here different terms are employed depending on 

whether an object is animate or inanimate. Consequently the colour term is not employed 

broadly but only in a rather restricted context (cf. Snow, 1971).  

The criterion of psychological salience is particularly vague, since the conditions proposed 

to establish salience are insufficient. As tests have shown, informants do not always put the  

expected basic colour terms at the beginning of their lists when asked to write down their 

individual colour words. Rather their lists reflect personal preferences, advertisements and 

fashion as well as those terms that figure prominently in the memory of informants. There is 

an additional insecurity of informants whether or not to include achromatic terms, which 

affects the elicited lists markedly (Wyler, 1992: 54).  

Burnley (1976: 48) stresses the difficulty of establishing whether a colour term is 

psychologically salient when dealing with written data. Berlin and Kay, however, seemed to 

be rather unperturbed as far as their judgement of salience for the written data was concerned. 

The fact that additional criteria are employed for doubtful forms is a further point of 

criticism. According to Crawford: “If a criterion is a reliable discriminator in the case of 

terms doubtful according to criteria 1-4 then surely it must be guaranteed to pass terms which 

are acceptable according to 1-4. In practise this is far from the case.“ (Crawford, 1982: 340). 

Berlin and Kay themselves admit that the basic colour term orange would be eliminated by 

                                                      
7 Discussion of the criteria for basic colour terms in Broch, 1974; Collier, 1973; Frisch, 1972; Heider, 1972; 
Hickerson, 1971; Merrifield, 1971; Wescott, 1971 
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criterion 5 if it had not already been established as basic by the first four criteria (Berlin/Kay, 

1969: 6). 

Crawford also questions the relevance of criterion 5 since this is a grammatical 

consideration which does not affect the basic status of a colour term (Crawford, 1982: 341). 

Criterion 6 is categorically rejected, since this would mean that diachronic studies influence 

and bias synchronic considerations. According to criterion 6 “Color terms that are also the 

name of an object characteristically having that color are suspect [...]“ (Berlin/Kay, 1969: 6). 

Even considering English historically, a language for which the establishment of the basic 

colour vocabulary was apparently easier than for other languages, it is discovered that “[all 

colour terms (C.F.)] originated from objects with a dominant colour component and which 

contrasted with others“ (Wyler, 1992: 41 see also Shields, 1979). This implies that languages 

at an earlier evolutionary stage might be ascribed with a less developed basic colour 

vocabulary than they actually have, simply because the source of a colour word is still 

apparent. “The significant factor is how the term is used in the language, not how it 

originated.“ (Crawford, 1982: 341) 

Criterion 7 is rejected by Crawford for the same reasons as 6 but also because the 

formulation of 7 is so vague that it cannot be applied consistently and would therefore differ 

from researcher to researcher (ibid.). 

Crawford, then, reaches the conclusion that a basic colour term should: 

1. not be a hyponym of another colour term 
2. not be contextually restricted 
3. occur in the ideolects of all informants 
4. have stability of reference across informants 
5. have stability of reference across occasions of use (ibid.: 342) 

 
The above objections and suggestions for improvement clearly illustrate the scepticism 

with which the theory of Berlin and Kay was received and that certain aspects of their theory 

and methodology were not sufficiently examined before they were employed. Yet, also the 

criticism needs to be considered carefully. Snow (1971: 386) for example criticises the 

definition of an indigenous colour term as white or black as an oversimplification due to the 

fact that there are also many other applications of these terms. But this is also the case with 

languages like English or German where white for example does not only have numerous 

metaphorical extensions but is also applied to coffee with milk, which in fact has a colour 

more resembling brown: it is in this particular case described in terms of contrasting with 

black. Oppositional pairs like this are not restricted to objects of the real world but are 

frequently found in figurative speech as well (cf. Wyler, 1992: 39). 
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The publication of Berlin and Kay’s results started an avalanche of research in the area of 

colour terms and many counter examples were discovered. The example of Samoan was 

already mentioned above, where the encoding of green did not only result in two terms but 

also out of sequence (Snow, 1971). Additionally to the possible six examples that might 

contradict the theoretical assumptions, already mentioned by Berlin and Kay themselves 

(1969: 45), there were several instances where grey appeared prematurely in the Uto-Aztecan 

language group (Hill/Hill, 1970). Examples found by Dancy (1983) and McNeill (1972) show 

that the colour spectrum is not divided into continuous segments. Research conducted with 

the Mursi and Dinka show a considerable restriction of the use of basic colour terms since 

their whole colour vocabulary consists of terms that were once denoting cattle colours 

(Turton, 1980). Another exception seem to be languages which use more than one word for a 

single basic colour term, like for example Russian, but these will be discussed in more detail 

in Chapter 5. This is only a small selection of the vast amount of counter-examples or 

supposed counter-examples but they provided further data and insights which led to the 

revision of the original theory with the aim to adjust it in such a way as to allow an inclusion 

of the exceptions. 

 

 

3.4 Revision of the theory  

 

The reactions to the original theory of Berlin and Kay, no matter if critical, different 

theoretical interpretations or new empirical findings, showed clearly that a modification and 

revision of the theory was necessary. This revision included a more detailed formulation and 

refinements of the theory as well as slight alterations as far as the evolutionary sequence and 

its interpretation was concerned. Several studies of the colour system of certain speech 

communities were particularly influential in the reconception of the evolutionary sequence 

(cf. Berlin/Berlin, 1974; Dougherty, 1974) but the main reason was the study of Eleanor 

Rosch Heider (1972). She studied the colour system of the Dani and discovered that they use 

two colour terms but instead of those colour terms meaning black and white or light and dark 

as was assumed by Berlin and Kay (1969) they seemed to include warm colours in the word 

for light colours and cool hues in the term for dark. Rosch further discovered that these two 

very basic colour categories may exhibit multiple foci.  

This lead to the abandonment of the conception that the evolutionary sequence represents 

the successive encoding of foci in favour of a progressive division of the visible colour 
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spectrum (Kay, 1975: 258). In the revised theory the colour words encode whole categories 

instead of just category foci as they did in the original theory. Kay (1975) also introduced the 

idea of macro-categories (indicated by capital letters in Figure 2) which are reduced to single-

category terms as a language progresses along the evolutionary sequence. At an early stage 

the macro-category RED includes yellow in its denotational area, but yellow will be denoted 

by new basic colour term at a later stage, therewith reducing the macro-category RED to a 

single colour category term red. These macro-categories also allowed for multiple foci at the 

earlier stages, a stage I language may have foci for macro-black in black, green or blue 

whereas macro-white foci may vary between white and red (Kay/McDaniel, 1978: 639). 

 

 

 

 

Aditionally, the order of the sequence had to be altered slightly due to the fact that some 

languages (for example Japanese) have encoded blue before green and that the term for blue 

once included green as well, thus suggesting a macro-category GRUE (cf. Heinrich, 1973; 

Berlin/Berlin, 1974). “[T]he new data require a revision of the theory to allow the blue focus 

to be encoded before or simultaneously with the green focus.“ (Kay, 1975: 259) That means 

that a basic colour term for the category GRUE may be encoded before or after yellow but 

there are never two basic colour terms denoting green and blue before yellow (ibid.: 260). 

The revision of the theory also included that within one speech community there might be 

inter-speaker variation and multiple evolutionary stages due to the dynamics of language 

change which do not affect all speakers at the same time (ibid.: 263). 

In the following years the theory was further elaborated and underwent several slight 

modifications (cf. Kay/McDaniel, 19788) but the original general hypotheses (that 1) there is a 

restricted universal inventory of basic colour terms and 2) basic colour terms are added to a 

language in a constrained order) was generally confirmed by the results of many researchers 

(cf. Corbett/Davies, 1997). The best experimental data in support of the universality of certain 

aspects of colour categorisation is still the already mentioned work of Heider with the Dani of 

new Guinea (cf. Heider, 1972; Heider/Olivier, 1972). Further researches and investigations 

were undertaken in order to enlarge the general cross-cultural database for colour terms and 

                                                      
8 Berlin and McDaniel divided the baisc colour terms further into primary and secondary basics. This meant that 
the first six basic terms have a higher status than the last five. 
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their use9. The most extensive projects are the Mesoamerican Colour Survey, which was 

started by Robert MacLaury and the World Colour Survey, that was established and is still 

lead by Paul Kay, Brent Berlin and William Merrifield.  

Lately the research seems to have divided into several areas of investigation, for example a 

further revision of the concept of basicness so that it can relate to a greater variety of 

languages (Roberson/Davidoff/Davies, 2002), operational decisions of lighting engineering 

(Ishida, 2002), as well as an investigation of the interaction between colour naming and 

perceptual constancy including the cognitives factors (Ronchi et al., 2003). Also the argument 

about universal colour categories is still not entirely resolved, which means that a generally 

valid universal claim cannot be made yet (cf. Kay, 2005; Kay/Regier, 2003; 

Regier/Kay/Cook2005; Ozgen/Davies, 2002). 

There is, however, still criticism concerning some fundamental assumptions and the 

methodology of these investigations (cf. Saunders/van Brakel, 1993). The criticism also 

applies to new concepts developed in the progress of ongoing researches, yet, many of them 

are not directly relevant to this paper, which deals with one specific point of analysis, taking 

only two languages into consideration. This lack of direct relevance to this paper, which is 

concerned with the final stage of the evolutionary sequence, also applies for later revisions of 

the theory (cf. Kay/Maffi, 2000) because they mainly deal with a relaxation of the hierarchy 

at earlier stages of the evolutionary sequence. The main hypothesis and theoretical 

assumptions of the research conducted for this paper are described in detail in the following 

chapter. 

 

 

4. Hypothesis and assumptions 

 

The complete universal claim of the development of colour vocabularies is of no direct 

interest for this paper since the study and the hypothesis it is based on deal with one particular 

language, namely German and only touch another language, English, peripherally due to the 

origin of the colour term pink. The validity of the evolutionary sequence and especially its 

universal claims are usually challenged by examples from indigenous language communities 

and languages which posses a colour vocabulary of an earlier evolutionary stage. Since the 

languages dealt with here are Western languages and are historically very closely related this 

validity is not questioned, because Western languages clearly have the concept of colour and 
                                                      
9 a relevant bibliography of the research undertaken can be found in Maffi (1991) 
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exhibit commonly a bias towards hue. Furthermore, this point of discussion does not arise 

here since the topic of this paper is not the early development of the colour system but rather 

the alleged endpoint. 

According to the theory of Berlin and Kay, both English and German have reached the 

final stage in the development of their colour vocabularies10. However, the logic of why there 

should be a final evolutionary stage at all and why the maximum of basic colour terms should 

be eleven is not apparent. As far as the definition and the general anthropological 

understanding of the word ‘evolution’ is concerned, it describes an open-ended process. But 

even if it is assumed that such a final stage exist, it is not obvious why this should be reached 

with eleven basic colour terms.  

    This assumption seems even more doubtful when considering that there are languages 

which do not only denote one single category with two separate monolexemic colour terms 

but that posses a system with a total of twelve basic terms. Italian for example has a colour 

vocabulary with twelve terms. It divides the area that is denoted by blue in English into blu 

(dark blue) and azzurro (light blue). Other languages that exhibit more than eleven terms are 

Russian which again has two terms for blue: gluboj (light blue) and sinij (dark blue) and 

Hungarian, which has two basic terms for red: piros (light red) and vörös (dark red)11. These 

exceptions were also mentioned by Berlin and Kay (1969: 95; 99) who briefly considered the 

possibility of a further evolutionary stage but who also questioned the basic character of these 

terms. Meanwhile, the example of Russian having two basic colour terms for blue is well 

established and the doubts about their basic status are mostly erased (cf. Davies/Corbett, 

1994; Corbett/Davies, 1995; Corbett/Davies, 1997). 

Wierzbicka (1990: 138) proposes a twelfth basic colour term for Polish: granatowy (black 

and blue) as well as three semi-basic colour terms: bezowy (beige), kremowy (off-white) and 

bordowy (maroon). Other examples for this phenomenon are brun and marron (brown) in 

French, the couples vermelho and encarnado (red) as well as preto and negro (black) in 

Portuguese and rojo and encarnado (red) in some Spanish varieties (Schaefer-Priess, 2004). 

Also Ronchi (2000) noted that there might be a missing twelfth basic category, covering the 

colour met within the real world. 

                                                      
10 Although, German was not investigated by Berlin and Kay in their study in 1969, it has the full set of 12 basic 
colour terms like almost all European languages and according to the Berlin and Kay guidelines only one of the 
colour terms for orange, grey, purple and pink is required to be present in any given language in order to be 
considered to have reached stage VII (with the exclusion of grey as this was later designated a “wild card“ (cf. 
Kay, 1975). 
 
11 See Wierzbicka (1990) for further elaboration on Russian and Hungarian and their ‘extra’ basic colour terms. 
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    With these considerations in mind it is not surprising that a possible further development of 

a stage VII language is investigated in this study. According to the main hypothesis of this 

study the introduction of the English colour term pink into the German language may lead to 

the development of a twelfth basic colour term, further dividing one of the categories deriving 

from the macro-red category. Before pink entered the German language, both English and 

German had reached the final stage of the evolutionary sequence according to Berlin and Kay 

(1969). At this point the English basic colour term pink was a near equivalent to the German 

term rosa. However, personal reflection and tentative questioning of other native German 

speakers lead to the suspicion that the German colour term rosa is now restricted to the paler 

and mostly desaturated range of the original colour space. Pink on the other hand now 

occupies the darker and more saturated part of the original colour space in German. 

    This hypothesis also concurs with the general observation that the red category is more 

likely to develop new foci and therewith partition the spectrum more finely. The priority of 

the warm colours has been observed by many researchers12 and is further supported by the 

vast amount of cross-linguistic data available today (cf. The World Colour Survey). Further 

evidence is that macro-red is categorised before cool hues and that it has a tendency to divide, 

at least partially, before GRUE. Furthermore, RED produces more finely-categorised sub-

divisions first. The basic colour terms emerging in stages VI and VII of the evolutionary 

sequence, namely brown, purple, pink and orange have all evolved from a more extensive red 

category. There are, however no equivalent basic categories that evolved from green and blue. 

    The colour orange illustrates this observation. It is situated between yellow and red and 

also perceived in this position by speakers, who have lexicalised this basic colour term in 

their colour vocabulary. But there is no basic colour existing between green and blue or green 

and yellow: “There is no suggestion that a new basic color term representing a blue-green or 

yellow-green is needed or likely to evolve.“ (Boynton, 1997: 144). Also Kerttula (2004) 

suspected that additional basic colour term categories might emerge and that these will 

probably be related to red in some way like crimson, for example. “It is noteworthy that the 

potential new categories are largely related to red and that terms for warm colours in general 

are created more easily than terms for cool colours.“ (Kerttula, 2004: 28) 

The examples of Italian and Russian, which have two basic terms for the cool colour 

category that is denoted by one basic term in English, namely blue, is nonetheless no counter-

example to the observed priority of the warm colours, since the first subdivision that occurs is 
                                                      
12 Miller (1997: 158) for example observed that informant, who are presented with an unknown colour term, 
assume it to involve some red and hardly ever green. 
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that of the macro-white category into the macro-red category and white. The macro-black 

category on the other hand remains unchanged at this stage and still incorporates all cool 

hues. Thus, the very first subdivision occurs in the warm colours and additionally the RED 

category further subdivides before any blue basic colour terms develop. 

    New basic colour terms usually emerge due to a communicative necessity. With the 

constantly more advancing technical development of Western cultures the possibility for 

producing and reproducing greater varieties of shades arises. This development enhances the 

need for more colour terms in order to communicate colour sensations in everyday language 

and outside artificial colour order systems. Consequently, some of these colour terms might 

become basic instead of simply being a temporary phenomenon like many colour terms 

employed by the paint-, cosmetic- and fashion industries. This reflection does not imply that 

the number of basic colour terms is directly related to the technological level of a culture and 

that other cultures are consequently underdeveloped. Rather it states that the category of 

colour has a greater significance in some cultures because the amount of colour sensations 

might be larger due to more advanced colour reproduction technologies. 

    According to the hypothesis of this study pink has the potential of becoming a twelfth basic 

colour term in German. That is why the next chapter deals with the etymology and the 

development of both pink and rosa as colour terms in German as well as with their use in 

language. For establishing their basic status as far as that is possible in isolation of language 

the criteria for basic colour terms suggested by Crawford (1982) will be employed, since it 

lacks the vagueness and arbitrariness of the original criteria of Berlin and Kay (1969). 

However, it has to be borne in mind that in the case of the hypothesis being true, the German 

basic colour system is undergoing change. Therefore, the modification made by Kay (1975) 

which allows inter-speaker variation within one speech community has to apply here for the 

doctrine that “not all variability and heterogeneity in language structure involves change; but 

all change involves variability and heterogeneity“ (Weinreich/Labov/Herzog, 1968: 188) still 

holds true. Consequently, a strong correlation between the stage of the colour lexicon of 

informants and their age was expected from the beginning. It is likely that older people are 

less sure about the application and meaning of the colour term pink than younger informants.  

    Subsequent to previous studies (cf. Steckler/Cooper, 1980; Ellis/Ficek, 2001) a strong 

variation of the answers according to gender was expected as well: “Women make far more 

precise discriminations in naming colors than do men; words like beige, ecru, aquamarine, 

lavender, and so on are unremarkable in a woman’s active vocabulary, but absent from that of 
                                                                                                                                                                      
See also Ratcliff 1976 who assumed that red has primacy over all other chromatic colours 
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most men.“ (Lakoff, 1973: 8f). Therefore women are expected to use more specific colour 

terms than men, especially for the shades investigated here (cf. Steckler/Cooper, 1980) 

    The considerations above are of particular importance when analysing the results of the 

study that was conducted for the purpose of verifying the hypothesis. The data for the study 

was mainly obtained by using a specifically developed questionnaire, which is described in 

more detail in the chapter dealing with the methodology. 

    Since basic colour terms and their meaning are closely connected to culture, as has been 

shown in several instances in the chapters above this study tried to avoid linguistic isolation 

in the way it was present in many researches in the tradition of Berlin and Kay. There were 

further considerations and observations by other researchers that influenced the choice of 

certain questions in the questionnaire, which will be provided when the questionnaire is 

introduced in detail. 

In summary, the hypothesis of this paper states that the alleged endpoint of the 

evolutionary sequence, originally developed by Berlin and Kay (1969) might be an unfounded 

presumption. It is likely that Western languages, or other languages which are at stage VII 

will develop further basic colour terms. In German this might be the case with the assumed 

further division of the colour space originally covered by the colour term rosa, due to the 

introduction of the English colour term pink. However, the possibility that a case of linguistic 

substitution is witnessed or that the use of pink in German is only a temporary phenomenon 

was considered as well. In order to solve the question an investigation employing a 

questionnaire was conducted, the results of which will be presented later on in this paper. 

 

 

5 The case of pink/rosa 

 

Looking randomly through magazines, the question arises occasionally whether the two 

colour terms pink and rosa really are considered to be different colours by the authors. On the 

other hand it seems very likely that many of them simply tried to avoid repetition in general 

and therefore used the terms synonymously and randomly: “[Sie] ließ das Fell ihres vier 

Monate alten Bulldog-Welpen einer Färbekur unterziehen, um jetzt [...] in Pink, in schrillem 

Pinkrosa aufzutreten.“13 (Frau im Spiegel, 2005: 66). It is unclear if in this case the 

combination of the two colour terms is intended to clarify the colour term pink or whether it 

                                                      
13 “She had the fur of her four month old bulldog puppy dyed, in order to appear now in pink, in a shrill 
pinkrosa.“ (translation by the author) 
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was a stylistic attempt to stress the atrociousness of the colour that was used to dye the fur of 

the dog. 

A further example was the decoration suggestion in another magazine, the heading said: 

“Rosarote Überraschung“, and in the text the picture was described as follows: “Rosa und 

Grün vertragen sich perfekt, [...] um die Wassergläser werden kleine pinkfarbene Säckchen 

gelegt.“14 (Freizeit Woche, 2005: 18). The picture itself clearly did not display any pale 

colour, which is why the colour term rosa should not have been employed here, according to 

the above hypothesis. In other instances the distinction between the two colour terms was 

made explicit: “Weiß, Rosa und Pink- mit diesen romantischen Farben [...]“15 (Woche der 

Frau, 2006: 25). 

Still, these examples clearly exhibited a random use of the colour terms in order to achieve 

stylistic variation and to be particularly creative. Consequently, the conclusions that 

magazines are not necessarily very good indicators for the use of colour terms (especially as 

far as fashion, decoration and make up are concerned, since they always attempt to create new 

and enticing colour terms) is easily reached. That is the reason for having a closer look at both 

colour terms by means of etymology and dictionary definitions as well as their basic status on 

the ground of subsequent research. Here the data available for the English language and 

therewith the colour term pink is far more extensive than for the German language, which was 

not subject to such intensive linguistic research and investigation, in particular as far as the 

colour lexicon is concerned16. Therefore a short corpus investigation, as it was done for pink, 

could not be conducted for rosa, since there exists no comparably extensive corpus for 

German as the British National Corpus for English. 

 

 

5.1 Rosa 

 

The colour term rosa is derived from the colour of the flower of the dogrose. It was used 

first of all with reference to the plant itself rosenfarb (rose coloured), rosenrot (rose red) but 

towards the second half of the 18th century those adjectives did not seem appropriate to 

describe this pale shade of red. Therefore the Latin plant name rosa started being used in 

German. At the beginning it was mainly used in compound nouns like Rosaband (pink 
                                                      
14 “Rosarote surprise“ (the combination of the two colour terms pink and red is not possible in English but 
sometimes used in German in order to describe pink) “Rosa and Green are a perfect match [...] around the water 
glasses little pink sacks are draped.“ 
15 “White, Rosa and Pink- with these romantic colours [...].“ (translations by the author) 
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ribbon) but later developed also the attributive function (Etymologisches Wörterbuch des 

Deutschen, 1993: 1138). It is used metaphorically for times full of hope (rosarote Zeiten) and 

for transfigurations i.e. not being aware of reality (eine rosa Brille). 

The compound nouns mentioned above can also be found in the dictionary of the brothers 

Grimm (1893: 1161). Here they stress that it denotes the colour of the rose plant but is 

generally only used in compounds. Evidently, rosa was not an established basic colour term 

then, because it was treated differently than other colour terms like red or blue. 

In a version of the Duden from 1970 rosa is described as the colour of roses and as pale 

red. Furthermore the comparison with blue is suggested, which is clearly an indication that it 

is treated like a ‘normal’ colour term, in so far as it meanwhile stands alone and is reliably 

understood as being no different from other colour terms (leaving the matter of basic status 

aside for the moment). This is confirmed in a later version of the Duden (1999) where rosa is 

described as being a very pale red, the colour of the dogrose. Irrationally, the next entry after 

the adjective is the use of the colour as a noun (as in: “I don’t like the red of the wall.“) and 

here the colour is described as a pale, light, dark red (ibid.: 3225). Here the authors seem to 

have been unaware of the contradicting adjectives, because it is hard to imagine a colour term 

that describes a light and a dark shade of another colour at the same time. 

The above dictionary definitions illustrate the problems we encounter when trying to 

describe and define colours. As far as the so called secondary colours are concerned (cf. 

Kay/McDaniel, 1978) they can be described in terms of the primary ones, as was done in most 

of the dictionary definitions. Consequently, they are not very informative concerning the 

basic character of a colour term, since they subsume secondary basics under primary basics 

whether in English or in German. The primary colours on the other hand tend to be defined 

with reference a specific object of which the respective colour is a distinguished 

characteristic. However, the definition still remains inexact and vague in most cases, which 

stresses the fact that colour terms escape verbal definition and description once more (cf. 

Wyler, 1992: 118).  

According to the criteria of Crawford (1982) and according to the various examples given 

in the dictionaries, it can be clearly said that rosa in German is a basic colour term as far as 

criteria 1 (not a hyponym of another colour term), 2 (no contextual restrictions) and 5 

(stability of reference across occasions of use) are concerned. In order to establish whether 

criteria 3 (occurrence in the idiolect of all informants) and 4 (stability of reference across 

informants) are met as well, dictionaries are no suitable source and other means would have 
                                                                                                                                                                      
16 cf. for example Biggam, 1996; 1997; 1998; 2004 in addition to the already mentioned literature 
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to be employed. A corpus analysis according to the criteria of frequency, primacy, application 

and derivation could unfortunately not be conducted due to the already mentioned restricted 

data available. Corbett and Davies (1997) carefully examined several linguistic tests in order 

to establish the basic character of a colour term according to their resolving power and found 

that the response time of informants seems to be a reliable measure in order to discriminate 

basic from non-basic colour terms (ibid.: 203). However, such a test could not be conducted 

in the frame of this study. Also frequency in texts seemed well suited for this purpose, but in 

former studies (Hays et al., 1972: 1112) found it to be unreliable, since yellow exhibited a far 

lower frequency than expected in English, Spanish, Russian, French as well as in German. 

According to the World Colour Survey however, German is a language with a stage VII 

colour lexicon. Consequently, rosa is considered a basic colour term but in order to establish 

that criteria 3 and 4 are met, one aim of the questionnaire in this study was to see whether it 

was salient to all informants. 

 

 

5.2 Pink 

 

The colour term pink derives, like rosa from a name of a plant, the flowers of the species 

Dianthus. This flower has been called pink since the sixteenth century and was commonly of 

the colour called pink today17 (Barnhart (ed.), 1988).  

Bailey writes in his dictionary from 1721 that pink as a colour term is very specific and 

only used amongst painters where it describes “a Sort of yellow Colour“. A similar entry can 

be found in the ‘Shorter Oxford English Dictionary’ (1980) which gives an entry of pink from 

1634 where it is described as “a yellowish or greenish-yellow pigment“. Clearly, this shows 

that at the time pink was neither accepted as a colour term, not even a non-basic one, and 

further that it was quite far from the colour we denote with pink today. The ‘Concise Oxford 

Dictionary’ (5th ed., 1964) defines pink as a “pale red slightly inclining to purple“, which is a 

definition that differs slightly from those of basic colour terms (even secondary ones) since it 

suggests a hyponym. That pink has acquired a basic status meanwhile can be seen by the 

definition it receives in the ‘Concise Oxford Dictionary’ (10th ed., 1999): “Of a colour 

                                                      
17 The flower on the other hand received the name pink from the Dutch loan-word pinck. One sense of the word 
was small according to which the flower could have received its name. Another theory states that the name 
derives from pinck in the sense of hole and the ornamental holes made into cloth had a similar shape as the 
petals of the flower. Therefore, the etymology of pink is not entirely clear, since there is no evidence whether it 
was referred to ‘small’ or ‘’cutting’ originally (www.OED.com). 
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intermediate between red and white“. A more detailed definition describes pink as “[...] a 

color made by mixing red and white and sometimes described as being a light red, but it is 

more accurately a bright undersaturated red.“ (http://en.wikipedia.org/Pink cf. footnote 19)18. 

Many investigations established that pink in English has indeed the status of a basic colour 

term. There is a vast amount of data available which shows that pink meets all the criteria 

suggested by Crawford (1982). These studies range from Berlin and Kay (1969) to response 

time studies (cf. Boynton/Olson, 1987; Boynton/Olson, 1990) where pink scored higher than 

orange and grey) and analysis of the LOB corpus (Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen) where the 

frequency of colour terms in texts was investigated (cf. Wyler, 1992: 160f). In one study that 

used this corpus, pink also reached rank nine of the eleven basic colour terms 

(Johansson/Hofland, 1989).  

The suitability of text frequency tests in order to differentiate between basic and non-basic 

colour terms was already questioned above (even if it seems to be working better in English 

than in other languages (cf. Corbett/Davies, 1997: 208). Nevertheless, a small frequency 

search for pink was conducted in the framework of this paper, using the British National 

Corpus (BNC). Here, the focus was not so much on the frequency of pink with respect to 

other basic colour terms but rather on its modifiers, in order to find out which shade of pink 

was described more frequently. The reason for this was that the shade which is described by 

pink in German is usually referred to as ‘hot’ or ‘shocking’ pink in English. This term ( and 

maybe the colour as well) was first used by Elsa Schiaparelli who also is responsible for the 

name. According to colour definitions this shade of pink is closer to magenta than to the 

‘traditional’ pink (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hot_pink)19. This shows that the term hot pink 

corresponds to the colour that is described by pink in German according to the hypothesis. 

Since there seems to be a need to make a distinction between those two colour shades 

(especially in German) the result that was anticipated before the BNC search, included a 

higher frequency for darker shades of pink than for modifications of the basic colour term that 

describe a greater lightness. However, the results were as follows: 

                                                      
18 The most extensive source for definitions and descriptions of pink in dictionaries as well as literature is the 
online version of the Oxford English Dictionary (www.OED.com).  
19 Wkipedia proved to be a very informative source for this study as far as colour descriptions are concerned 
because it not only gave the notations of the most important colour order systems (Hex triplet, RGB, CMYK and 
HSV) for every colour term entered in the search engine but was also more precise in the description of a shade 
in words. Furthermore, it was one of the few sources where the difference between the German and the English 
use of the colour term pink was made explicit: “On its way into the German language, hot pink lost the “hot“ 
and is called only “pink“, while the English colour “pink“ is referred to as “rosa“.“ 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hot_pink) 
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Pink occurred in general 3320 times in 969 different texts, pink coloured three times and 

pinkish 60 times. The frequency of the modified shades of pink are shown in table 2. 
Table 2: Frequency of descriptions of pink in the BNC 

Colour term single word frequency phrase frequency 

pale-pink 8 71 

dark-pink ∅ 19 

deep-pink 1 16 

shocking-pink 2 15 

light-pink ∅ 6 

hot-pink 1 3 

 

After the above considerations it was surprising that pale pink was clearly the most 

frequently used shade of pink. The reason for this would have to be established in a more 

intense investigation of the BNC-data. Therefore, no explanation was attempted in this paper, 

since it would remain only a speculation. 

In German the colour term pink was first used as a noun in 1966. One year later it started 

being used as an adjective and also in the combination with ‘-farben’ (-coloured as in pink 

coloured; ‘pinkfarben’). At this time it was mainly used for descriptions of clothes and 

fashion (Carstensen/Busse, 1996). It is described in the anglicism dictionary to be „of strong, 

slightly gaudy Rosa“ (ibid.). Also the Duden (1999) uses this description for pink, which 

supports the hypothesis about the use and meaning of this colour term in German. The same 

awareness for the different use and meaning of pink in both German and English is displayed 

by bilingual dictionaries like Collins/Pons (1999). Here the English term pink is translated as 

rosa and the German term pink is translated as shocking pink.  

Although, pink is described in German dictionaries as a strong and loud shade of rosa (a 

fact which in itself suggests hyponymy, which means it is not basic in German yet, but does 

not exclude the possibility that it might reach this status later) this does not automatically lead 

to the conclusion that it is really used in this way by native speakers in everyday speech. 

Therefore, this study was conducted in order to determine if the practical understanding of 

pink that native speakers have complies with that of the dictionaries. 

 

 

6 Methodology 
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In order to verify the hypothesis of this paper a tool for the experimental test was needed. 

Taking the scope of the work as well as the time frame into consideration a questionnaire 

seemed most appropriate. The aim of this questionnaire was to establish whether the 

suspected distinction between pink and rosa is really made by native speakers of German, if 

this distinction is stable across informants and further whether there are differences in use, 

associations and connotations.  

A second questionnaire for a very small comparison with English native speakers was 

additionally developed. The main objective of the English questionnaire was to prove that the 

distinction of the two colours does not exist like in German, not only because the additional 

colour term is lacking but rather because they are perceived as shades of one colour instead of 

two different ones. Furthermore, it was attempted to locate the focus of pink in English for 

reasons of comparison with the prototypical rosa. 

Before setting up the German questionnaire five male and five female test informants 

where asked to point out the best example of pink (referred to as colour 1 in the analysis) and 

rosa (colour 2 in the analysis) on the colour rose on a computer screen, with the purpose of 

avoiding a personal and subjective influence on the colour choice represented in the 

questionnaires. No attention was being paid as to whether the chosen colours for the 

questionnaire were fully saturated or not, the main objective for the selection of a colour was, 

that it presented the best possible version of that colour according to the opinion of native 

speakers. The saturation aspect was left unregarded due to the restricted possible amount of 

colours that could be presented to the informants in this study and because unsaturated 

colours have no different or inferior status to saturated ones (cf. Boynton, 1997: 139; Sivik, 

1997: 192).  

Afterwards, the questionnaire was developed with several questions serving different 

aspects of interest. It was not restricted to answering the question whether pink is a salient 

colour term in German and whether it is perceived like supposed in the hypothesis, but the 

questions and their purposes are discussed in detail in the next chapter. The questionnaire was 

designed in the shape of a small A5 booklet, so that later questions are not influencing the 

answers of earlier ones. The first version of the questionnaire was given to different test 

informants (again there were five male and five female informants), who filled it out 

according to the directions given there. This process had to be repeated twice, since the 

questionnaire and the instructions had to be slightly modified several times, because some 

questions were not easily understood or certain formulations seemed ambiguous and 

confusing to some of the informants.  
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Thereafter, the final version of the questionnaire, which can be found in Appendix A, was 

distributed to 110 people. It was attempted to maintain a rough balance according to gender 

and between age groups. Some people were selected randomly to explain and discuss their 

answers. Occasionally, some people required help when filling out the questionnaire, but 

those were mainly people over 70 and the help consisted of supporting them during the 

process so that they overcame their anxiety of writing down wrong answers. The data of the 

filled out questionnaires was then collected in tables for every question. Here some answers 

like “baby” and “small girls” were combined because it was assumed that the informants 

meant the same with their answers. This was also applied to answers like “plant”, “flower”, 

“blossom” and “bush” which were summarised under the term ‘plant’ in the data collection. 

The complete data collection is shown in Appendix B, which remains in German, because not 

only was the questionnaire in German and also all the answers of the informants but apart 

from the great work expenditure for a translation, possible loss of meaning was tried to be 

avoided20. The data for the English questionnaire underwent the same procedure and is 

presented in Appendix D. The answers were then analysed according to frequency in order to 

discover tendencies in the perception of rosa and pink. This is shown in detail in the analysis 

chapter.  

 

 

6.1 The German questionnaire 

 

Before the first question of the questionnaire the informant was introduced to which 

general topic he is about to answer question, namely a study for the investigation of colour 

naming and perception. Then it was made explicit that only his or her personal opinion is of 

interest and that there are no right or wrong answers. Afterwards, it was asked to fill out the 

questionnaire completely, alone and in the given order. The reasons for these instructions are 

self-explanatory according to the opinion of the author. 

Question 1: Please name both colours. You can use every term more than once or explain it 

better with words like ‘light’ or ‘dark’. 

The colours shown on the questionnaire were an example of pink (hereafter also referred to 

colour 1 in the questionnaire) and one of rosa (hereafter also referred to colour 2 in the 

questionnaire), selected according to the answers of the first test informants. This question 
                                                      
20 It would have been exceptionally laborious to translate in particular those colour terms which do not have a 
clear equivalent in English, especially when taking the obvious translation difficulties concerning colour terms 
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had the purpose of showing whether the colour terms pink and rosa would both be used 

without the informants knowing the subject of the study. This would help to discover how 

these colours are perceived: as two different colours or as shades of one and the same colour. 

This was also the reason why modifiers were allowed, because if an informant believed it to 

be a darker or lighter version of the same colour he or she should be allowed to say so. 

Question 2: Please apply the terms ‘rosa’ and ‘pink’ to the colours. 

The colours shown here were the same as in the first question, therefore this question was 

on the inside of the booklet so that the colour terms provided here did not have an influence 

on the answers of the question before21. The informants had to decide between pink and rosa 

in this question in order to show whether they make the distinction mentioned in the 

hypothesis or if there are insecurities concerning the application of one of the colour terms. 

Question 3: How would you describe the colour ‘pink’? 

The description of the term was requested in this question in order to determine if it was 

done in terms of a darker or deeper shade of rosa and also in order to see what other 

adjectives (for example strong, shrill or soft) are used to describe pink. 

Question 4: What is the difference to rosa, according to your opinion? 

This question was asked in case the relation to rosa was not mentioned in the answer of 

question 3. The purpose was to find out how pink is perceived with respect to rosa. 

Question 5: Do you use both colours in daily speech? 

The informants could tick a box for the frequency of usage for both colours according to 

their personal estimation on a five step Lickert scale, ranging from yes, frequently over not so 

often to no, not at all. This question had the purpose of establishing according to individual 

assessments whether one of the colour terms was used less frequently than the other or if both 

were equally frequent. This is of course not to be compared with a frequency analysis using a 

corpus or considered to be a substitute for it, but it may help to determine whether one of the 

terms is considered to be more ‘normal’ by the native speakers. 

Question 6: Please name the colours. 

Here five colours were presented to the informants ranging from rosa (the same colour as 

used in the questions before) to a focal red, also including the same colour pink as in the 

questions before and with one purple shade for variation. The purple shade was included in 

order to avoid too many similar shades in very close proximity, since the perception of a 

colour is always influenced by the adjacent colours (cf. Boynton, 1997: 138). This colour 
                                                                                                                                                                      
into consideration (cf. Wyler, 1992: 120). 
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naming task, just like question one, was mainly used in order to test for psychological 

salience. It was designed to clearly show which colours are considered to be variations of 

another colour term and which receive an independent term. Very pronounced variations in 

the answers according to gender were expected here. 

Question7: Please name up to three terms or phrases that come to your mind spontaneously for 

the following two colours. 

The colour terms pink and rosa were given for this question with three lines each for the 

answers. This question had the aim of showing the use of these colour terms, their application 

as well as associations. It was especially important in order to avoid linguistic isolation and 

include the cultural context and therewith consider the meaning of the colour terms in 

everyday speech instead of restricting it to the question of which part of the colour spectrum 

is denoted by it. 

Question 8: Please apply the following terms to the colours below ( a colour can be named more 

than once or one term can be applied to more than one colour, additionally each term can be 

explained more detailed with ‘light’ or ‘dark’): fuchsia, scarlet, magenta, pink, heather, lilac, rosa 

The same colours as in question six were shown below the question. The colour terms pink 

and rosa had to be applied again in order to see whether the same colours would be chosen as 

before (although these might be remembered, but for that reason there was a question that 

demanded a different cognitive process in between). The other colour terms were non-basic 

colour terms they were chosen because they denote similar shades. Here it did not really 

matter if a shade really represented the colour defined as fuchsia for example according to 

colour order systems since there is generally a profound insecurity concerning those colour 

terms. In other words people tend to be unsure whether a shade can be still called fuchsia or 

should already be counted as raspberry for example (cf. wikipedia). Another reason for this 

question was to illustrate that the terms pink and rosa are applied more easily, with more 

consistency and less insecurity than the non-basic colour terms, which can lead to conclusions 

concerning their salience and basic status. In this question differing answers according to age 

were expected, since some of the non-basic colour terms are meanwhile outdated and not in 

frequent use anymore. 

Question 9: Which of the terms did you know or which terms caused insecurity in the 

application? 

                                                                                                                                                                      
21 Although, it can not be excluded that it did anyway, because the filling out was not supervised and in several 
instances the informants looked the whole questionnaire quickly through as soon as they received it. On the 
other hand they also did not usually fill it out straight after receiving it. 
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All the seven colour terms from the question before could be assigned an estimation of 

salience on a four-step Lickert scale, by ticking a box. A central neutral point was especially 

avoided in this question, because the aim was to find out how a term was assessed by the 

informants. With this scale they were forced to decide at least in a clear direction. This had to 

be done because most of the test informants seemed to prefer the neutral position in this 

question because it involved less reflection and did not require them to make a decision for 

the single colour terms. 

Question 10: Please name, if possible, up to three things that you associate with these colours. 

The colours that had to be considered in this question were all the five non-basic colour 

terms from question eight, because the task had already been performed for pink and rosa. 

The motivation for this question was the same as for question seven with the additional 

interest to determine if other things are associated with these colour terms apart from the 

things that are typically of this colour or where the colour term derived from (for example 

plant name, illness). 

Question 11: Do you have further comments on these colours (e.g. where you know them from: 

fashion, advertisement, flowers etc.) 

This question was intended as an opportunity for the informants to provide further 

information they considered necessary for the understanding of these colour terms (a need 

that was made explicit by several female test informants). Furthermore it had the purpose of 

explaining the possibly restricted use of certain colour terms, like magenta which was 

suspected to be influenced by the advertisement of the German Telekom as well as from the 

team Telekom in the Tour de France. 

Question 12: Please apply the following characteristics to the colours by ticking the respective 

box. 

In this question the adjectives soft, shrill, sweet, strong, male and female could be applied 

to both pink and rosa. This question was inspired by an investigation conducted by Sivik and 

Taft (1991) concerning colour connotations. Therefore a semantic differential technique with 

more or less bipolar adjective pairs was employed. According to the study mentioned above 

the expectation was that pink is more often associated with masculinity than rosa, because the 

association of a colour with this semantic variable increases with increasing blackness (cf. 

Sivik, 1997: 187). This was considered particularly interesting during the development of the 

questionnaire since both colours are tending to be more associated with femininity. 

Question 13: Which of the two colours do you prefer? Please give reasons for your choice. 
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Here the informants could again tick a box to make a decision between pink and rosa. This 

question was asked in order to establish whether there are general preferences for one of the 

two colours and in case they exist if they exhibit a correlation with gender. 

On the last page the informants had to fill out which gender they have, tick a box with one 

of the four age groups and if they have a personal interest in colours. The age of the 

informants only started with the age of 18 because children would have complicated the 

analysis of the results because they do have an underdeveloped colour lexicon (cf. Kay, 1975: 

266). If they answer to the last question was positive, informants were asked to provide 

reasons like painting or photography as a hobby or a close connection to colours due to their 

job, for example if this was to be in the printing business. This question was included in case 

an informant should answer exceptionally precise considering gender and age group, with this 

freak values could be explained in the general analysis. 

 

 

6.2 The English questionnaire 

 

The questionnaire for the small comparative study in English only consisted of five 

questions and was only distributed to twenty people because the focus of this study was on 

the colour terms rosa and pink in German and therefore the investigation with English 

speakers was only used in order to confirm the hypothesis that the two colours are not 

denoted with separate salient terms. It was also designed in the form of a small A5 booklet 

like the German questionnaire and the instructions for the informants were identical, too for 

the same reasons. The questionnaire is shown in Appendix C. 

Question 1: Please name both colours. Every term can be used more than once or can be 
modified with words like ‘light’, ‘dark’ or ‘pale’. 

This question was the same as in the German questionnaire because the less variation there 

is the easier the comparison can be established. It had the purpose of showing whether a 

differentiation was made using two single monolexemic colour terms or whether the two 

colours were described by the informants with modifiers or colour term combinations as well 

as trying to find out if the description resulted in different shades of pink, which would make 

conclusions about perception and cognition in German and English native speakers 

concerning these two colours possible. Here, also the same colours were shown as in the 

German questionnaire for the same reason of comparison and furthermore because a study 
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conducted by Boynton suggested that the lightness of the focal pink in English is roughly 

were it is situated for rosa in German (cf. Boynton, 1997: 147). 

Question 2: Please name all colours (same rules as in question 1 apply). 

This question is mainly the same as question number six in the German questionnaire and 

it also presented the same colours to the informants. It was included here in order to find out 

which basic and non-basic colour terms would be used by the informants and which shades 

would be comprised under one basic category term. The modifications were allowed here 

because a colour described as “brown red“ for example is still perceived by the informant to 

be a shade of red, the other colour term in this case is only employed to describe the colour 

better. 

Question 3: Please grade the following colours from 1-5 according to what you think is the best 

version of pink (1 = “pinkest“ ‘pink’, 5 = furthest away from ‘pink’). 

The five colours shown below this question ranged from a pale pink, which was slightly 

lighter than the colour selected to represent rosa in the German questionnaire to a dark pink, 

which was the one selected to represent pink in the German questionnaire.  

This question had the purpose of determining were the focus of pink in English is situated 

and if it corresponds to rosa on German. Although, there were already several subsequent 

studies establishing the focus of pink in English but it was considered necessary nonetheless 

for this study in order to find out how the colours selected by German native speakers 

correspond to the perception of pink by English native speakers. In other words, it was a 

question with the aim of establishing if the colour chosen by the German test informants 

would be rated with 1 or 2 by the English informants and if the German pink is ascribed rank 

5 of the colours. This was of interest since it could lead to the further conclusion that a new 

colour term is used in German, because this colour is considered to be meanwhile too far 

away from the focal English pink in order to be still considered a shade of this colour. 

Question 4: Please name up to three things that you associate with these two colours. 

Below were the same colour representations as in question one, the colours selected to 

represent pink and rosa in the German questionnaire. This question is very similar to question 

number seven in the German questionnaire but here the colours had to be shown again since 

the distinction made in German does not exist in English according to the hypothesis. It 

served the purpose of finding out whether the two colour, that are theoretically described as 

shades of one colour, are associated with different things. However, it was still taken into 

consideration that the associations of informants are influenced according to whether they just 
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think of a colour or if they see one particular shade presented to them, therefore the results 

here might vary considerably. 

Question 5: Please apply the following terms to the colours below (you can apply more than one 

term to a colour or use one term for more than one colour as well as modifying them again with 

terms like ‘light’ and ‘dark’): fuchsia, scarlet, magenta, pink, heather, lilac, rose 

This question is almost the same as question eight in the German questionnaire with the 

same colour presented there and also like in question two in the English questionnaire. It was 

attempted to chose colour terms which are near equivalents to the German ones that were 

selected for this question. This task proved to be slightly easier for the non-basic colour terms 

chosen for the German questionnaire because many of them derived from plants and flowers, 

which obviously tend to look the same in Britain and in Germany and this origin was still 

very apparent in both languages. In order to cover the lack of the distinction between pink and 

rosa the colour term rose was included as well. The reason for this question was similar to the 

German one, in order to find out if there are greater insecurities with the non-basic colour 

terms and also to see if pink is used consistently by the single informants. 

 

A space for further comments was included in the English questionnaire as well and the 

questions used for the statistical part of the data collection were the same as in the German 

questionnaire, too. However, the age was not taken into consideration in the analysis since the 

sample of native speakers was so much restricted that no variations in the answers could be 

explained with the age of the informant. 
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7 Analysis of the data 

 

After the data of the 110 German informants and 20 English informants had been 

collected, it was organised in tables (see Appendix B and D) in order to facilitate the 

extraction of useful information for proving or disproving the hypothesis of this paper. These 

data were transformed into diagrams, which will be presented in the ensuing chapters. The 

data for every question and for the two questionnaires will be presented separately. 

 

 

7.1 Analysis of the German questionnaire 

 

Question 1: 

The expected answer for the first colour presented here was pink. 
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Figure 3: Answer frequency of colour 1. 

Figure 3 shows that a relatively large number of informants, namely 55%, perceived the 

presented colour as some shade of red. However, there was a comparatively small amount of 

informants who used only the basic colour term without any modification. The modifications 

itself again can be explained by the fact that the represented colour was no focal red. Every 

tenth female informant described colour 1 in terms or rosa and all of those employed 

modifying adjectives like ‘dark’, ‘strong’ or ‘intense’. This was also the case for the majority 

of men who described colour 1 as rosa, with the exception of two informants who named 

colour 1 simply as rosa. In summary a quarter of all male informants and half of the female 

informants used the expected colour term pink for colour 1. 

 

The expected answer for the second colour was rosa. 
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Figure 4: Answer frequency of colour 2. 

The general frequency of the expected colour term for colour 2 was 61% and therewith 

considerably higher than for colour 1. This was to be expected since rosa is already an 

established basic colour term in German whereas pink only has the potential according to the 

hypothesis. Some female informants called colour 2 salmon pink (lachsrosa). In those cases 

the term was counted as rosa just like all the other modified versions of rosa because it is a 

modification of rosa just like ‘dark’ or ‘light’, therefore the simple naming of the modifier 

‘salmon’ was counted as rosa as well. The large amount of modifications, however, suggests 

that the colour 2 was not as prototypical for rosa as expected. Of the male informants more 

than a quarter and of the female informants every tenth informant described colour 2 as 

orange. A clarifying talk with some of the respective informants showed that a illumination 

problem was the cause for these answers, because when looking at the questionnaire in broad 

daylight many of them would have described colour 2 as rosa. This issue can also be the 

explanation of the large number of modifiers used here. 

Furthermore it was expected that there will be a clear difference between male and female 

informants considering the amount of colour terms. However, counting all different answers 

and their modifications it shows that for colour 1 there were seventeen different answers for 

both males and females and for colour 2 there were exactly twenty different answers for each 

gender group. 
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In Figure 5 the differences between the age groups are illustrated by taking only the 

expected answers (pink for colour 1 and rosa for colour 2) and their modifications into 

consideration. 
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   a)       b) 

Figure 5: Age group differences for a) ‘pink’ and b) ‘rosa’. 

Generally, females tended to provide the expected colour terms more frequently than 

males, independent of their age group. On the whole the differences between the age groups 

were far less pronounced than expected, especially when taking the frequency of the oldest 

age group in Figure 5 a) into consideration. Surprising was the low frequency of the male 

informants in the first age group in comparison to the relatively balanced frequency of the 

other male groups. 

Question 2: 

 


